Abstract-A decentralized learning mechanism, Federated Learning (FL), has attracted much attention, which enables privacy-preserving training using the rich data and computational resources of mobile clients. However, data on mobile clients is typically not independent and identically distributed (IID) owing to diverse of mobile users' interest and usage, and FL on non-IID data could degrade the model performance. This work aims to extend FL to solve the performance degradation problem resulting from non-IID data of mobile clients. We assume that a limited number (e.g., less than 1%) of clients who allow their data to be uploaded to a server, and we propose a novel learning mechanism referred to as Hybrid-FL, where the server updates the model using data gathered from the clients and merge the model with models trained by clients. In Hybrid-FL, we design a heuristic algorithms that solves the data and client selection problem to construct "good" dataset on the server under bandwidth and time limitation. The algorithm increases the amount of data gathered from clients and makes the data approximately IID for improving model performance. Evaluations consisting of network simulations and machine learning (ML) experiments show that the proposed scheme achieves a significantly higher classification accuracy than previous schemes in the non-IID case.
I. INTRODUCTION
Leveraging big data distributed among mobile devices for modern artificial intelligence (AI) products, which are powered by cutting-edge machine learning (ML) techniques, has attracted great attention. Federated Learning (FL) [1] is an emerging technology enabling to train ML models using the mobile big data without violating mobile user privacy. In order to collaboratively learn a shared prediction model while keeping all the data on mobiles clients, the FL protocol iteratively asks random clients to download a trainable model from a server, update it with their own data, and upload the updated model parameters to the server while asking the server to aggregate multiple client updates to further improve the model. FL relies on stochastic gradient descent (SGD), which is widely employed for training deep neural networks with good empirical performances [2] . It is important to sample training data to be representative of the population distribution, which is referred as independent and identically distributed (IID) data, in order to ensure that the stochastic gradient provides an unbiased estimate of the full gradient [3] . However, the data of a given client is typically depend on the user's interests and usage, and hence any particular user's local dataset will not be representative of the population distribution. This property is referred as non-IID [1] . In [4] , the authors reported that a non-IID data distribution could degrade the model performance of FL. They proposed a strategy to improve training on non-IID data, where publicly available data is distributed to clients so that the clients' data becomes IID. However, we cannot expect that publicly available data always exists, and for security reasons, users may refuse to install unknown data on their devices. In this work, we assumes that a limited number (e.g., less than 1%) of clients allow their data to be uploaded to an FL server without concerns about data privacy, which is a reasonable assumption, particularly in the case that the operators of the FL are a trusted company or government. Under this assumption, we propose a novel learning mechanism referred to as Hybrid-FL, where the server update a model using data gathered from the clients and aggregated the model and models trained locally using clients' non-IID data. Fig. 1 illustrates the Hybrid-FL concept. By gathering data to be good dataset, e.g., large-volume IID dataset, the performance of the aggregated model is improved compared to that aggregated using only the models updated locally with non-IID data.
The main contribution of this paper is a novel protocol of Hybrid-FL, which extends federated learning with client selection (FedCS) protocol [5] to work well on the non-IID data. As well as ML models, data size of training data is not negligible on mobile networks, therefore, we have to carefully schedule model and data uploading considering the bandwidth limitations. FedCS addresses the differences in computation capabilities, communication bandwidths, and amounts of data, but the differences in data distributions remains an open issue. Our Hybrid-FL protocol implements data uploading and model training on server in FedCS protocol. The implementation requires no additional time consumption compared to FedCS protocol. In addition, we extend the client selection problem in FedCS to schedule data-uploading clients and model-uploading clients considering a data distribution and channel condition of each client, which are solved by heuristic algorithms.
We evaluate our protocol through realistic large-scale training experiments of neural networks for image classification in a simulation environment of a cellular network. The experimental results demonstrate that the Hybrid-FL achieves higher classification accuracy than FedCS when the clients' data are non-IID.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
The system model follows the previous work [5] . We consider a certain MEC platform, which is located in a cellular network and consists of a server and base station (BS). The MEC operator manages the behaviors of the server and clients in the FL protocol. All training processes are assumed to be performed at midnight or in the early morning when the network is not congested, because the ML models to be trained and communicated are typically large. We assume that the MEC operator limits and manages the amount of resource blocks (RBs) [6] available for the training process. In addition, if multiple clients communicate with the server simultaneously, then the throughput for each client decreases accordingly.
We assume that the modulation and coding scheme for radio communication is determined suitably for each client, considering its channel state and packet-loss rate to be negligible. This leads to different throughputs for each client to communicate with the server, regardless of the number of allocated RBs. Even so, the channel state and throughput are assumed to be stable, because client devices may be unused and stationary at midnight or in the early morning.
We consider some additional assumptions for our proposal. We assume that a limited number of clients allow their data to be uploaded to the server. This assumption is reasonable, because some clients will agree to upload their data if incentives are provided. Furthermore, we only consider a classification task, which is the most popular task and has wide applications.
III. FEDCS: FEDERATED LEARNING WITH CLIENT SELECTION
In this section, we briefly introduce FedCS, as presented in [5] . Then, we describe the problem that occurs when considering a non-IID data distribution.
Algorithm 1 Client Selection
Require: Index set of randomly selected clients
remove x from K 5:
t ← t 8: add x to S 9:
end if 10: end whilereturn S FedCS is an FL protocol that aims to work with heterogeneous clients in a practical cellular network, while mitigating the problem that occurs when some clients have limited computational resources (i.e., require longer model update times) or poor wireless channel conditions (longer model upload times). In FedCS, the server first randomly initializes a global model, and then the following steps are iteratively executed. 1) K × C random clients (where K is the total number of clients, C ∈ (0, 1] is a hyper parameter that represents the proportion of clients participating in each round, and · is the ceiling function) inform the MEC operator of their resource information, such as wireless channel states, computational capacities, and amounts of data relevant to the current training task (e.g., if the server is going to train a 'dog-vs-cat' classifier, then the number of images containing dogs or cats). 2) Using this information, the MEC operator determines which of the clients proceed to the subsequent steps.
3) The server distributes the parameters of the global model to the selected clients. 4) The selected clients update the global models in parallel using their own data, and upload the new parameters to the server using the RBs allocated by the MEC operator. 5) The server aggregates multiple models updated by the selected clients to improve the global model. In the step 2), clients are selected as shown in Algorithm 1. Here, T inc (S, k) is the estimation time, which denotes how long the round will extend when adding the client k to S, and f (S, k) is the client evaluation value. In the FedCS protocol, f (S, k) is T inc (S, k). We iteratively add the client that consumes the least time for the model upload and update S until the estimated elapsed time t reaches the deadline T round . The details of estimating T inc (S, k) are provided in [5] .
As mentioned in Section I, FL including FedCS is vulnerable to the non-IID data problem. In a practical environment, the training data of each client are typically based on the mobile device usage of a particular user. Therefore, the distribution of the local datasets will vary heavily between clients. For example, when training a 'dog-vs-cat' classifier with FL, some clients may have only dog images, while others have only cat images. In such a setting, the model performance will be significantly degraded [4] .
Protocol 2 Hybrid-FL. Here, K is the number of clients, and C ∈ (0, 1] denotes the fraction of random clients that receive a resource request in each round. 
IV. HYBRID FEDERATED LEARNING
We propose a novel FL protocol, Hybrid-FL, which performs efficiently for non-IID data distributions. In this section, we present the proposed Hybrid-FL in detail.
A. Hybrid-FL Protocol
We present Hybrid-FL in Protocol 2 (see also the diagram in Fig. 2 for how each step is performed in order). The key idea behind our protocol is that some clients upload their data to the server, and the server and clients update the model with the uploaded data. Even if each client has non-IID data, approximately IID data can be constructed on the server by combining data stored by multiple clients. The Resource Request step asks random clients to inform the MEC operator of their amount of data for each class, communication resources, computational resources, and whether they permit the data upload. This information enables the operator in the subsequent Client and Data Selection step to estimate the time required for the Distribution and Model Update and Data Upload steps, and to determine which clients proceed to these steps. The information is also utilized for the Client and Data Selection step, to select clients that can upload data within the estimated time for each class from the clients permitting the upload. In the Client and Data Selection step, the operator selects the sets of clients updating models locally and those uploading data to the server. In the Distribution step, a global model is distributed to the clients selected to locally update the model via multi-cast from the BS. In the Model Update and Data Upload step, each set of selected clients updates the models or uploads their own data for a specific class in parallel. Then, after gathering data from clients the server updates the global model with the uploaded data. Because the data uploads and local model updates are performed in parallel, additional time is not required for data uploading. Subsequently, the locally updated models are uploaded to the server in the Scheduled Update and Upload step. The server aggregates the updated model parameters, and replaces the global model with the averaged model. After the aggregation, the server measures the model performance with validation data. All steps except Initialization are iterated over for multiple rounds, until the final deadline arrives.
B. Client and Data Selection in Hybrid-FL
We should apply two selection methods in Hybrid-FL: one to select clients to locally update the model and the other to select data to upload. In this section, we explain these two selections.
First, we explain how the MEC operator selects clients to locally update the model. We have two methods available to select the clients. One method is the same as that explained in Section III. The maximum possible number of clients who can complete the training process within a certain deadline are selected. The other method selects clients such that the amounts of data of each class utilized to updating the models have close values. This strategy may make Hybrid-FL more robust to non-IID data. This approach selects clients as described below. Let S r be a sequence of indices of clients selected to locally update the model in the r-th round, and let N r = {n 1 , · · · , n l , · · · , n L } be the total amount of data for each class stored by the clients indexed by S 1 , · · · , S r . We evaluate the bias of the data using the coefficient of variation of N r :
where n = L l=1 n l /L. In the r-th round, the Client and Data Selection step selects clients to locally update the model as shown in Algorithm 1, where f (S, k) = T inc (S, k) · CV(N r ). This algorithm can decrease the time required for the model uploading and updating. It can also reduce the bias of the data used to update the models.
Next, we explain how the MEC operator selects data to be uploaded within a limited time. In the Client and Data Selection step, the MEC operator estimates the time required to update the model, and select clients to locally update models as described above. In Hybrid-FL, clients can upload their data until the new parameters start to be uploaded. The MEC operator selects data that can be uploaded within this time for each class from the data stored by clients permitting uploading. We have two methods available to select the data. One aims to maximize the amount of data in the server. This simply asks clients with high throughputs to upload their data in order. The other method aims to construct IID data on the server. This selects data as shown in Algorithm 3. Let t UD be the estimated time within which data are uploaded, D UL be a set of indices of data uploaded to the server in the Model Update and Data Upload step, and t D UL be the time required to upload the data indexed by D UL . Furthermore, let U be a set of indices describing U clients that permit data uploading. Note that if a client has already uploaded all stored data in previous rounds, then they are excluded from U . Let D u , where u ∈ U , be the data held by client u. Then, d ul ∈ D u , where l = 1, · · · , L, denotes the class l of the data stored by client u, and L is the number of classes of the classification problem. We iteratively add the data of each class to D UL in order until t D UL reaches t UD . There will be similar amounts of data on the server for each class.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
As a proof-of-concept scenario to demonstrate that our protocol works effectively, we simulated an MEC environment and conducted experiments on realistic ML tasks using publicly available large-scale datasets. The simulation and experiment follow those in [5] . We performed our evaluation using an IID data distribution and various non-IID data distributions. 
x ← arg max u∈U θ u where d ul = ∅ 
A. Simulation Settings
We simulated an MEC environment implemented in an urban microcell. The MEC environment consisted of an edge server, a BS, and K = 1000 clients. Ten clients, constituting 1% of the total, permitted uploading of their own data to the server. The 10 clients were randomly determined from the total of 1000. The BS and server were co-located at the center of the cell, with a radius of 2 km, and the clients were uniformly distributed in the cell. The computation capability of the server was sufficiently high compared to the clients. Therefore, the time required for Client and Data Selection and Aggregation could be ignored. The model update time in the server could similarly be ignored. We set C = 0.1 and the final deadline T final = 400 min. We selected six clients to locally update the model in each round.
Wireless communications were modeled based on long term evolution (LTE) networks with an urban channel model defined in the ITU-R M.2135-1 Micro NLOS model with a hexagonal cell layout [7] . We set the parameters as follows: The carrier frequency was 2.5 GHz; the antenna heights of the BS and clients were 11 m and 1 m respectively; and the transmission power and antenna gain of the BS and clients were 20 dBm and 0 dBi, respectively. As a practical bandwidth limitation, we assumed that 10 RBs, which corresponded to a bandwidth of 1.8 MHz, were assigned to a client in each time slot of 0.5 ms. The throughput model was based on the Shannon capacity with a certain loss used in [8] with ∆ = 1.6 and ρ max = 4.8. The mean and maximum throughput of a client were 1.4 Mbit/s and 8.6 Mbit/s, respectively, which are realistic values in an LTE network.
B. Experimental Setup for ML Tasks
We adopted two realistic object classification tasks using large-scale image datasets in the simulated MEC environment. One was CIFAR-10 [9] , which is a classic object classification dataset consisting of 50,000 training images and 10,000 testing images, with 10 object classes. This dataset has been commonly employed in FL studies [1] , [10] . The other was Fashion MNIST [11] , which consists of 60,000 training images and 10,000 testing images of 10 different fashion products, such as t-shirts and bags. This dataset has been employed in FedCS studies [5] .
Our model was a standard convolutional neural network, which was the same as that employed in [5] . It consisted of six 3×3 convolution layers (32, 32, 64, 64, 128, and 128 channels, each of which was activated by ReLU and batch normalized, and every two of which were followed by 2 × 2 max pooling) followed by three fully-connected layers (382 and 192 units, with ReLU activation and another 10 units activated by softmax).
C. Data Distribution
The training data, consisting of 10-class images, were distributed over K = 1000 clients. Let r l denote the ratio of clients with data on l classes to all the clients. K · r l clients had images for l classes. There are images from 10 classes, and therefore r = (r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r 10 ) ,
The number of images owned by each client was randomly determined in a range from 100 to 1,000. Each client sampled the specified number of images randomly from different subsets, where l out of 10 classes were randomly selected. For example, when r 10 = 1 and r 1 , . . . , r 9 = 0, clients could have data from all classes, representing an IID data distribution. When r 1 = 1 and r 2 , . . . , r 10 = 0, clients had data on only one class. We set r to follow a truncated normal distribution. Let R be the set of real numbers; µ, σ, a, b ∈ R; and a ≤ µ ≤ b. A cumulative distribution function of the truncated normal distribution for a ≤ x ≤ b is given by
Here, Φ(·) is the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal distribution,
We fixed a = 0.5, b = 10.5, and set r l (l = 1, . . . , 10) for various µ and σ as
Thus, the smaller µ is, the greater the number of clients that have data from limited classes, and the larger σ is, the greater the variety of clients, with some having data from various classes while others have data from limited classes. 
D. Evaluation Results
We evaluated four variations of the Hybrid-FL protocol, representing combinations of the two methods each for selecting data-uploading clients and model-uploading clients: selecting data-uploading clients based on the throughput, referred to as max. thr, or based on Algorithm 3, referred to as IID; and selecting model-uploading clients based on T inc (S, k), referred to as max. client, or based on T inc (S, x)CV(N r ), referred to as min. CV.
We compared Hybrid-FL with the FedCS protocol, which does not utilize data uploading. We evaluated the mean accuracy in the last 100 minutes (from T = 300 to T = 400 minutes), where the mean accuracy of each method was averaged over 10 trials. Fig 3 illustrates the accuracy as a function of µ when σ = 0.7. For small µ, where many clients have data from few classes, the prediction accuracies of all methods decreased, but Hybrid-FL maintained a accuracy higher than FedCS on the both the CIFAR-10 and Fashion MNIST tasks. Specifically, Hybrid-FL (IID/min.CV) with µ = 2 achieved a 13.5% and 12.5% higher accuracy on the CIFAR-10 and Fashion MNIST tasks, respectively.
Comparing the variations of Hybrid-FL, Hybrid-FL First, as we expected, the selection strategy for modeluploading clients reduced the imbalance of models aggregated to the global model. Second, the selection strategy for datauploading clients might not make a significant impact, because throughput-based selection became random sampling owing to the randomly determined throughput, which resulted in generating approximately IID data on the server. In addition, max.client selection tended to select clients that required a very short time to update the model, and thus the available time to upload data became shorter than in min.CV selection. We confirmed that the amount of data gathered on the server for min.CV selection was approximately 10% larger than that for max.client selection. The increase in the amount of approximately IID data contributed to improving the model performance. Table I shows the accuracy for different σ with µ = 4 on the CIFAR-10 and Fashion MNIST tasks, where σ = ∞ and σ = 0 imply that r 1 = r 2 = ... = r 10 = 0.1 and r µ = 1 with the others being zero, respectively. These results show that Hybrid-FL with min.CV selection achieves a higher accuracy than the other protocols for any µ and σ in these evaluations.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a novel FL protocol, called Hybrid-FL, which extends FedCS to mitigate the non-IID data problem that degrades the model performance. Hybrid-FL constructs an approximately IID dataset on the server by gathering data from a limited number of clients who allow their data to be uploaded to the server, and the model updated by the approximately IID data is aggregated with other models updated by other clients. We designed strategies to select data-uploading and modeluploading clients. We simulated an MEC environment, and conducted experiments on realistic ML tasks to demonstrate that our protocol performs effectively. Our experimental results revealed that Hybrid-FL with 1% of clients uploading data significantly improved the classification accuracy when the data was non-IID.
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